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ABSTRACT. - We study the bifurcation of limit cycles in general quadratic perturbations 
of plane quadratic vector fields having a center at the origin. For any of the cases, we 
determine the essential perturbation and compute the corresponding bifurcation function. As 
an application, we find the precise location of the subset of centers in Q,” surrounded by 
period annuli of cyclicity at least three. Two specific cases are considered in more detail: the 
isochronous center Si and one of the intersection points (Q,‘) of Q4 and Q,“. We prove 
that the period annuli around Si and Qt have cyclicity two and three respectively. The 
proof is based on the possibility to derive appropriate Picard-Fuchs equations satisfied by the 
independent integrals included in the related bifurcation function. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the bifurcation of limit cycles in plane 
quadratic systems under small quadratic perturbations. We assume that 
the unperturbed system has at least one center. It is well known that 
each quadratic system with a center also possesses an explicit first integral 
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(constant of motion) defined and analytic at least in an open domain around 
the center. This is the reason why such systems are called integrable. 
Each center is surrounded by a continuous set of periodic trajectories (the 
period annulus). In quadratic systems, period annuli begin at a center and 
terminate at a separatrix contour (on the Poincare sphere) containing at least 
one singular point. They are up to two centers in a quadratic integrable 
system. The conditions for a quadratic system to have a center are known 
since the beginning of the century [ 121. The quadratic centers are divided 
into several types. The most simple classification can be obtained by using 
complex variables [21], [28]. Taking a complex coordinate z = n: + a~/, 
one can express any plane quadratic system having a weak focus at the 
origin in the form 
i=-iz+Az”+Bl~J’+C2~, A,B,CEC. 
Moreover, if B # 0 we can suppose that B = 2 (performing a suitable 
rotation and scaling of coordinates). Similarly, if B = 0 but A # 0 we take 
A = 1 and when A = B = 0 we take C = 1. The last two systems are 
integrable (that is z = 0 is a center). In the case where B = 2, the origin is 
a center if and only if one of the following conditions holds: (i) A = - 1, 
(ii) A and C are real, (iii) A = 4, (Cl = 2. Using the terminology from 
[28], the list of quadratic centers at z = 0 looks hence as follows: 
i= -iz--z2 + 2 1.~1~ + (b + ic)z2, Hamiltonian (Qf) 
.s= -iz+az2 + 2 1212 + E”, reversible (Q:) 
i= -iz+4 z2 + 2 lz12 + (b + l:c) z”, lb + icl = 2, codimension four (Qd) 
i= -iz+z2 + (b + ic)t2: generalized Lotka-Volterra (Qf”) 
i= -iz+z2, Hamiltonian triangle 
In these equations a, b, c stand for arbitrary real constants. The geometric 
description of the reversible centers is quite simple: all they have a first 
integral of the form H (x2, 7~) = const. That is, their phase portraits 
possess axial symmetry. In fact, the centers from QF, &a, Q,“” with 
c = 0 and the Hamiltonian triangle are reversible as well. Because of the 
symmetry possessed in addition, we shall refer to them as the degenerate 
cases. As mentioned in [28], all the degenerate cases need a special 
treatment. Apart of these, we will consider all the remaining centers as 
generic ones. 
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Let 
C zi = H,/M, Ij = -H,,/M 
be any of the above systems rewritten in (x, 1~) coordinates. Here H is 
the constant of motion and M is the integrating factor (M = 1 in the 
Hamiltonian case). Consider a small quadratic perturbation of (1): 
(2) C 
n: = f&/M + E f (~7 9, 4, 
ti = -HJM + cg (2, y, E). 
In this system E is a small parameter and f, g are quadratic polynomials 
in X, y with coefficients depending analytically on E. The question 
we consider is how many limit cycles can be born out for small E 
from the period annulus surrounding the center at the origin. In his 
celebrated paper, BAUTIN [l] found that at most three limit cycles can 
appear near a focus or a center of any quadratic system. Apart of that, 
the question about the number of limit cycles appearing near separatrix 
contours or bifurcating out of a period annulus of a quadratic integrable 
system is still generally unsolved. In this direction, the most general 
results concerning the limit cycles in (2) were obtained very recently by 
~O~ADEK [28] for perturbations of Qi”, if there are two or three invariant 
lines in the unperturbed system (l), and by HOROZOV and the author [7] 
in the Hamiltonian case QH 3 , provided the unperturbed system has three 
saddles and one center. It is easy to see by inspecting the curves I’z, 
Ioc, in the parameter space for which (1) has a double critical point 
(resp. a critical point escaped to infinity) that the result in [28] holds for 
parameter values (b, c) in QiV satisfying (b, c) # (-1, 0), (3, 0) and 
(b2 +c2 - i)” + $ (2 b - 1) 1 0. A similar observation shows that the result 
from [7] applies to all Hamiltonian systems QF with parameters (b, c) 
taken from the set (b2 + c2 - 3)2 - 8 b - 12 > 0, c # 0. See the bifurcation 
diagram of Qf, Qt and Qi” in Figures 1, 2, 3. In [7] and [28] it is 
supposed that the perturbation functions f, g do not depend on E. However, 
it can be easily seen that the results cited are immediately applicable to 
the general quadratic perturbation as taken in (2), see below. Somewhat 
less general results have been obtained [8] for the symmetric Hamiltonian 
case with both two saddles and centers (analytically, b2 + c2 = 1, c # 0), 
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Fig. 1. - Bifurcation diagram of Q,” in the (b, c)-plane. The curves r2 and Pm have equations 
~2:(b2+~2-~)2+~(2b-1)=0,~~:(b2+c?-3)2-8b-12=0. Thedotted 
line c = 0 corresponds to the degenerate cases Qy n Qji. 
and for the Hamiltonian case with one center and two saddles [27] (the 
latter is determined by the restriction (b2 + c2 - 3)2 - 8 b - 12 = 0, c # 0). 
In all these cases, the exact upper bound for the number of limit cycles 
emerging from the period annulus for c sufficiently small is proven to 
be two. In a recent paper [lo] it was proved that the cyclicity of the 
period annulus of the Hamiltonian triangle is equal to three. As usual, we 
use the notion of cydicity for the total number of limit cycles which can 
emerge from a configuration of trajectories (center point, period annulus, 
separatrix cycle) under a perturbation. 
Another results concerned with certain specific quadratic centers can be 
found in [3], [6], [9], [22], [23]. In particular, CHICONE and JACOBS [3] 
investigated the isochronous centers & E Qtv and Sk E QF, k = 2, 3, 4. 
They found that the cyclicity of the annulus is 1 for Sr and 2 for the other 
isochrones. However, the result concerning Si is not correct. Below we 
prove that the right bound in this case is also two. 
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Fig. 2. - Bifurcation diagram of Q,” in the (a, b)-plane. The equations of lines in the diagram 
are a - 3 b f 2 = 0, a + b f 2 = 0, n = b. The dotted line a = 4 corresponds to cyclicity 
three centers. The dotted line a = -1 corresponds to the intersection with Qy  . The 
points Qf are the intersection with the codimension four case Q4. Points S, stand for the 
corresponding isochronous centers. 
In general, nothing is known up to now about the system Q4 and almost 
nothing about Q f . The expected maximal cyclicity of annuli for these 
cases is three [28], see in this connection the conjecture below. 
A key point in the investigation the number of perturbing limit cycles 
in (2) is to reduce the original problem to the generally considered to be 
less difficult problem about counting the zeros of a suitable perturbation 
function. At first order (in E), this is the divergence integral (also known 
as the Melnikov function) 
(3) Ml (h) = - JJ H<k [CM f>;L. + w9),1 &JJ 4lc=o 
= J M [g (x:, y, 0) dn: - f (xc, YY, 0) dY1 H=k 
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Fig. 3. - Bifurcation diagram of Qf ” In the (b, c)-plane. The curves r2 and Pm have equations 
I?* : (b2 + c2 - 5)” + & (2b - 1) = 0, rm : b* + c2 - 1 = 0. The dotted line c = 0 
corresponds to the degenerate cases. The origin corresponds to the isochronous center S1, 
considered for h E (h,, h,). Here h,, is the critical level of H 
corresponding to the center z = 0 and h, denotes the value of H for 
which the period annulus terminates at the separatrix polycycle. We can 
ensure that h, > h, choosing it4 to be positive. Recall that the Melnikov 
integral appears as the coefficient at E in the expansion of the displacement 
function: 
(4) d (h, E) = E Ml (h) + 0 (E”). 
As an example, let us take the Hamiltonian case. The integral 1Ml (h) 
becomes 
Ml (h) = - 
JJ 
[a z+P v+r] dz 4/ = 
H<h J [ H=h axy+$3y2+yy dz 1 
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where (YZ + p y + y = jj, (xc, y, 0) + gy (2, y, 0). Therefore, it suffices 
to consider only the particular perturbation 
ci = H,, 
7J=-H3i+c Rxy+;ii2/2+7y ( > 
in order to study (at first order in E) the possible number of limit cycles 
for the entire class of perturbations having the same divergence. 
If one wants to consider bifurcations of any order in E however, then 
at least two problems appear. The first one is caused by the fact that in 
the degenerate cases the Melnikov function i’tJ1 (h) can never yield the 
maximum number of zeros possessed by d (h, E) for the whole class of 
perturbations even if f, g do not depend on E. The reason is that the 
degenerate cases admit additional symmetries (being reversible too) which 
results in a lower bound for the number of zeros possessed by j& (h) than 
the expected one. As an example we can take the Hamiltonian triangle, 
in which case Ml (h) has no isolated zeros at all. Therefore, for centers 
like that, we have necessarily to consider in more detail the class of 
perturbations with Ml (h) s 0 and then to try to evaluate the next term 
M2 (h) in the expansion of d (h, E): 
(5) d (h, E) = ~~ M2 (h) + 0 (Ed), 
and so on. However, the computation of Mk, /C 2 2 is often a challenging 
technical exercise. Algorithms to several cases are given in [5], [9], [24], 
WI, [W. 
The second problem is what happens in the generic cases when 
Ml (h) 3 0. Such a situation appears e.g. in the generic non- 
Hamiltonian cases after quadratic perturbation of the form dH/M --Ew = 0, 
w = g (IL’, y) dx - f (x, y) dy = WI + ~2, provided each of the particular 
systems dH/M - EWj = 0 is integrable but the total perturbation is 
not (in [29] this possibility is not mentioned). Will then the class of 
perturbations which keep MI (h) identically zero produce more limit cycles 
than the class with Ml (h) $ 0 or MI (h), MZ (h) etc. will give the same 
upper bound ? 
We return now to the general case (2). Our first aim in this paper is to 
select a set of essential perturbations which can realize the maximum 
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number of limit cycles produced by the whole class of systems (2), 
provided we consider bifurcations of any order in E. We prove the 
following result. 
THEOREM 1. - The upper bound for the number of limit cycles produced 
by the period annulus of a quadratic center under quadratic perturbations 
(2) is realizable by the following list of essential perturbations (for each 
one of the cases): 
(i) Generic Hamiltonian center Qf, c # 0: 
z = (Xl E - 7J.z + (-lf XX& + iX3E)22 + 21x12 + (h+ic)& 
(ii) Generic reversible center Qf, a # -1, 4 or a = 4, b # f2: 
i = (Xl E - i) 3; + (a + 1; X3 c) ,z2 + 2 lz12 + (b + iXg E) z”. 
(iii) Generic codimension four center QJ, lb + icl = 2, c # 0: 
Z = (Xl E - i) z + (4 -t X2 E + i X3 E) z2 + 2 lz12 + (b + ic + iXj E) X2. 
(iv) Generic Lotka-Valterra center Q,““., c # 0: 
Z = (X1rz - i)z+x” + (X~E+~X~E) lzj2 + (b+ic)z2. 
(v) Reversible Hamiltonian center QF n Qf: 
z = (Xl 2 - i) x + (-1 + X2 E + i X3 E”) z2 + 2 1~1~ + (b + ic)z2 
(vi) Reversible codimension four center Q4 n Qf: 
i = (xl c2-i) x+(4+& ~+i x3 E”) 2”+2 Iz12+(b+X4 e+ie)Z2. b = f2. 
(vii) Reversible Lotka-Volterra center Qf’., c = 0: 
z = (Xl E2 - i) x + z2 + (X2 E + i X3 E”) 1.~1~ + (b + ie) 2”. 
(viii) Hamiltonian triangle: 
z = (Xl E3 - i) z + (X2 E2 + i x3 &) z2 + ZXg 1212 + F2. 
In the above equations, Xk are arbitrary real constants independent on E. 
We point out that the perturbations in Theorem 1 are chosen so that in 
the generic cases (i)-(iv) the displacement function for (2) has the form (4) 
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where A41 is the Melnikov function defined by (3). In the degenerate cases, 
the integral Mr (h) cannot be used as a bifurcation function, as explained 
above. The reason is that the additional symmetry results in decreasing 
the number of zeros possessed by A41 (h). Thus, in cases (v)-(vii) the 
perturbation has to be chosen so that the displacement function will have 
the form (5) and for the Hamiltonian triangle (viii) it should be 
d(h, E) = E3 M3 (h) + 0 (E4). 
As a consequence, in the generic case we only need to consider the 
Melnikov integral A41 (h) while in the degenerate case we have to 
investigate the coefficient M2 and for perturbations of the Hamiltonian 
triangle we need even the third coefficient M3 in the expansion of the 
displacement function. The functions Mk (h), Ic 2 2 are called sometimes 
the higher order Melnikov functions. 
It should be noted however that such an approach is reasonable only 
if one wants to determine the sharp upper bound for the number of limit 
cycles within the whole class of quadratic perturbations. For a particular 
perturbation, the exact number of limit cycles (produced by the period 
annulus) may be lower since it is governed by the first nonzero Melnikov 
function. Therefore the problem of finding the exact number of the limit 
cycles for any concrete system requires (in principle) the investigation of 
Melnikov functions of any order which can be a formidable problem. 
Our next goal is to calculate the bifurcation function corresponding to 
each of the perturbations given in Theorem 1. This procedure requires to 
know explicitly the corresponding first integral H and integrating factor M. 
For our convenience, these are given in the appendix at the end of this 
paper. In this connection, we note that it is somewhat cumbersome to find 
the first integral for the generic Lotka-Volterra center Q i”, c # 0 in the 
present coordinates. For this reason we additionally perform in this case 
a rotation and scaling of coordinates (which is independent of E). The 
rotation angle and the scaling are chosen so that in the new coordinates 
the unperturbed system will have y = i as an invariant line. In these 
coordinates, the equation of the generic Q$‘” is 
(6) x=-izf 
[ 
1+$-iC) a”+;(b+ic)z2, 1 
where we can restrict without loss of generality the parameters to vary 
in the region -2 < b < 1, 0 < c2 < (1 - b) (2 + b)2 (3 + b)-l. The 
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equations of !?z and l?oo become b” + c2 = 1 and b = -1 respectively. 
The above change results in a rotation and scaling the vector (Xx, X3) 
in the perturbed Lotka-Volterra system (iv) whilst X1 remains unchanged. 
Therefore we will preferably consider in what follows 
(7) x= (hlE--i)L+[l++)] z2+(X2E+iX?E)IZ12+~/bfiC)$ 
instead of the system in (iv). As for the reversible part of Qk’-, we keep 
the former coordinates. The results of our cahzulations are expressed in 
the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 2 (Bifurcation functions for the generic cases). - The exact 
upper bound for the number of limit cycles produced by the period annulus 
of a generic quadratic center under quadratic perturbations (2) is equal 
(for each one of the cases) to the maximum number of zeros in (h,, h,), 
counting multiplicities, of the related Melnikov integral as follows: 
(i) Generic Hamiltonian center Q,” (c # 0): 
Ml @> = 
II 
*( 
I, 
yi<h(P1 +P2x+P3YwdY. 
(ii) Generic reversible center Qf ((a + 1) (]a - 4) + lb2 - 41) # 0): 
(1) a # b, a # 3b + 2, 
JJfl (h) = s JH(z, y)<k ~4 (4 (PI + 112 II: + ~3 x-l) dx dy. 
(2) a # b, a = 3 b + 2, 
Ml (h) = s JH (32 y)<k x-3 [~~+~~~~+~3x(~lnx-hh)]dxdy. 
(3) a = b, M (h) = J JH (Z, y)<k ivf (4 (~1 + ~2 x + ~3 x2> dx 4/. 
(iii) Generic codimension four center Qb (c # 0): 
MI (h) = I.1 x-7’2[Pl+P2~+P3~3+,u&2y4-x2)]dxdyr H (G y)<h 
~=4(b+2)-‘. 
(iv) Generic Lotka-Volterra center QiV in form (6): 
(1) b2 + c2 > 1, 
Ml V4 = j- .fH (x, y)<k hi’ (X, Y) (M + CL2 x-l + ~3 y-l) dx dy. 
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(2)b2+c2 < 1, 
Ml w = s JH (s, y)<h M  (x, Y) [PI + (~2 x  + ~3 Y) (x2 + w2)-‘1 dz 4/y. 
(3) b2 + c2 = 1, 
MI (h) = j- .iHcz,y)<h M  (2, Y) (PI + ~2 x-l+ ~3 x-~> dx dy. 
(4) b = -1, 
In the above integrals, pj are independent constants which are 
linear combinations of the former XI, and in formula (ii)-(2), IF = 
& (u - 2) (u + q-3. 
O f course, the proof of Theorem 2 consists of routine calculations 
of integrals according to formula (3). We present them in section 3 
below. As for the computation of M2 (h) needed in the reversible 
cases (v)-(vii), we use the following procedure which seems to be very 
natural. In the case Q3 , R the first Melnikov function is of the form 
Ml (h) = X1 11 (h) + X3 13 (h) + X5 Is (h). The integral I, (h) becomes 
zero on Q f n (Qf U Q4). Then it is easy to deduce (based on the proof 
of Theorem 1) that 
M2 (h) = [Xl I1 (h) + X3 13 (h) + X2 (d/da) 15 (h)kx=-1 
incaseQ:nQF, 
M2 (h) = [Xl II (h) + A3 13 (h) + X2 (d/da) 15 (h) 
+X4 (d/db) 15 (h)]Ia=4,1bj=2 in Q f n Q4. 
Similarly, for the Lotka-Volterra center Q i” written in the original 
coordinates, the first Melnikov function is Ml (h) = A1 I1 (h) + X2 I2 (h) + 
X3 13 (h) (with some other k). The integral 12 (h) vanishes for c = 0 
and we have accordingly 
~~ (h) = [xl I1 (h) + X2 (d/k) I2 (h) + A3 I3 (h)lLo in Qk", 
c = 0. 
Hence, in the degenerate cases, the new integrals appearing in MS are 
in fact the derivatives with respect to parameters of the vanishing integrals 
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in Ml. It should be mentioned that the above functions 1k do not depend 
on the perturbation. They only depend on the point of the center variety 
and reflect the geometry of ovals around the center z = 0. Computing the 
corresponding derivatives with respect to parameters, we get 
THEOREM 3 (Bifurcation functions for the degenerate cases). - The exact 
upper bound for the number of limit cycles produced by the period annulus 
of a degenerate quadratic center under quadratic perturbations (2) is equal 
(for each one of the cases) to the maximum number of zeros in (h,,, h,), 
counting multiplicities, of the related Melnikov integral as follows: 
(v) Reversible Hamiltonian center QF n Qf: 
(1) b # -1, M2 (h) = j- JH (z, y)<k (~1 + ~2 x + ~3 x-‘1 dx dy. 
(2) b = -1, M2 (h) = j- JH (x, y)<k (PI + ~2 x + 113 h) dx dy. 
(vi) Reversible codimension four center Q4 n Qf: 
(1) b = 2, 
M2 (h) = 
1s 
M (4 
H (.1.. y)<k 
x [Pl + p2 x + p3 if2 +~4(1-x2-1)lnx]dxdy. 
(2) b = -2, 
M2 (h) = 
.I/ 
M (4 
H (cc. y)<k 
x [~~1+~;?x+/~x~+/~4(2x-l-x-~)lnx]dxdy. 
(vii) Reversible Lotka-Volterra center Q$‘” (c = 0): 
(1) b = -1, M2 (h) = j- &+; y)<k M (x) (PI +p2 x-l +p3 x2) dzdy. 
(2) b = 0, 
M2 (h) = .fH (z, y)=k M (x) [PI Y + ~2 x-l Y + p3 (x2 - x) y-l lnx] dz. 
(3) b = ;, M2 (h) = j- j-H (z, y)<k M(x) (PI +~2 x--l +~3 x-~) dz dy. 
(4) b = 1, M2 (h) = j-H (T. y)=k M(x)(ply+f2x2y+f3 xd)dx. 
(5) General case, 
Mdh) = JH (t, y)=k M(x) IP~Y+PZX-~ Y++~(x--1) y-l] dx. 
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(viii) Hamiltonian triangle: 
M3(h) = 
SJ 
H(z,y)<h [~L~+CL;?Z-~+CLQ~-~+~~~-' (z-l)!n4dzhl. 
Except for (viii), in the above integrals, pj are independent constants 
which are linear combinations of the former Xk. In (viii), puj are cubic 
polynomials of Xk. 
It is perhaps interesting to note that formulas (iv)-(4), (v)-(2) and (vii)- 
(2) above present the bifurcation function for the standard Lotka-Volterra 
system, for the Bogdanov-Takens system and for the isochronous center S1, 
respectively. . 
The estimating the number of zeros of the integrals listed above is 
in general a difficult problem, For this reason definitive results are 
known for only few of them. The facts accumulated in several papers 
up to now say that most of the bifurcation functions above will obey 
on (h,, h,) the Chebyshev’s property. Namely, the maximal number of 
possible zeros equals the number of independent functions included in the 
corresponding integral m inus one. The number of ,LL~‘S for each of the 
cases in Theorems 2, 3 as well as the known results about lim it cycles in 
perturbations of quadratic centers we already mentioned suggest that the 
following conjecture is reasonable (c$ [28]): 
CONJECTURE. - The space of bifircation functions corresponding to 
quadratic centers is Chebyshev’s in (h,, h,) outside the shaded area A3 
in the bifurcation diagram of Qf and Chebyshev’s with accuracy 1 inside 
A3. That is, in a quadratic integrable system the cyclicity of a period 
annulus under quadratic perturbations equals the cyclicity of the center 
inside, except for centers from the set A3 c Qf (see Fig. 4). 
Recall that the cyclicity of the center z = 0 in (1) under quadratic 
perturbations is 3 for Q4, Q,” n {a = 4) and for the Hamiltonian triangle 
and it is 2 otherwise [l], [28]. Hence, it is conjectured above that the 
cyclicity of the annulus is 3 for Q4, for the interior of the shaded area 
A3 cQf and for the Hamiltonian triangle and it is 2 otherwise. 
In addition to the results already cited, nowadays it is established that 
the cyclicity of annuli corresponding to centers inside Aa should be at 
least three [20]. In the parameter space, the subset A3 c Qf of centers 
having (conjectured) cyclicity 3 period annuli is bounded by the line a = 4 
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(of cyclicity 3 centers) and by the curve C3 of cyclicity 3 contours on 
the Poincare sphere, see Figure 4. As noted in [20], C3 is composed of 
a portion of a straight line and of a winding curve. The latter was not 
sharply located in [20]. In the next theorem we give the exact formula 
of the winding part of C.3. It turns out to be not an elementary curve in 
the (a, b)-plane and can probably be localized by computer calculations 
only. To formulate the statement, we need to introduce some notation. 
Throughout the paper, we let denote 
\ 
\ 
\ \ \ 
\ 
\ \ 
Fig. 4. - Location of the curve C:J in the bifurcation diagram of Qi’ in the (u. b)-plane. The 
shaded area corresponds to systems for which the center at the origin has cyclicity three 
period annulus. 
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(whenever the integrals exist) and let W  [J;, Jk] (h) = J; (h) Ji (h) - 
Jk (h) Ji (h) be the corresponding Wronskian function. 
THEOREM 4. - In the bifurcation diagram of Qf in the (a, b)-plane, the 
curve C3 is formed by the half-line a + b - 2 = 0, b 2 0 and the winding 
line W  [Jo, J-I] (0) = 0, b > 0. 
It should be noted that the curve C3 intersects the line u = 4 at points 
Qf . Moreover C3 goes through the isochronous centers SL, S3 [20]. 
We next apply two of the formulas derived in Theorem 3 to determine 
the cyclicity of the period annulus for two particular cases: the isochronous 
center SI and one of the points in &a n Qf . They both require a second 
order analysis in E. 
THEOREM 5. - The cyclicity of the period annulus of the reversible 
codimension four center Q,f = {&A n Q?, b = 2) is equal to three. 
THEOREM 6. - The cyclicity of the period annulus of the isochronous 
center S1 is two. 
Theorems 4, 5 and 6 are proved in Section 5. We obtain the proof 
of Theorem 4 by inspecting the asymptotic expansion of integrals at the 
ends of the interval (IL,, /L,). The proof of Theorem 5 relies upon the fact 
that the integrals included in M2 satisfy Picard-Fuchs system of size three. 
Using it we are able to derive a scalar first order linear equation satisfied by 
the bifurcation function M2 itself. This allows to complete easily the proof. 
It should be noted that the centers from a small open neighborhood of Qf 
(in the center variety) have period annuli which cyclicity cannot exceed 
the cyclicity of the annulus of Qa . ’ Henceforth the result in Theorem 5 
implies that the same upper bound (three) holds for small portions of Qf 
’ and Q4 near their intersection point Q4 . The proof of Theorem 6 is almost 
straightforward since the periodic orbits around S1 are conic ovals. 
2. Essential perturbations 
Below we prove Theorem 1 making use of Bautin’s fundamental lemma. 
In consequence of the perturbation (2), the center at the origin becomes 
a focus and moves slightly. Translate this focus back to the origin and 
perform a linear change of variables to express the linear part of the system 
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in a normal form for foci (it depends analytically on E). Then, in complex 
coordinates, the system (2) reads 
(9) i = (Xl (E) - i) z + A (E) z2 + B(E) 1~1~ + C(E) z2 
with X1, A, B, C analytic in E. Accordingly to the three cases B (0) = 2; 
B (0) = 0, A (0) = 1; B (0) = A (0) = 0, C (0) = 1, further analytic 
change in (9) (which also is close to the identical one) removes the 
perturbation in the coefficients B, A or G respectively. Thus we can write 
an arbitrary perturbation (2) in one of the forms 
(10) 
i = [Xl (E)--i] z+[a+X2 (E)fi x3 (E)] z2+2 (zl”+[b+ic+X4 (E)fi x5 (E)]Z2 
where a = -1 or c = 0 or n = 4, lb + ic] = 2, 
(11) 
i = [Xl (E)-ii]Z+z2+[X2 (4+2:X3(&)] Iz12+[b+ic+X4 (E)fiXj (E)]Z2, 
(12) ~=[xl(&)-~i]Z+[Xa(E)+iX3(E)]X2+[X4(E)+iX~(E)]l~l2+~2. 
In the above equations, the bifurcation parameters Xk (E) are analytical 
for small E, with XI, (0) = 0. Write X6 (E) = Cg, Xkj ~3 and set for 
short X = (Xl, X2, X3: X4, X5). 
Given an energy level h E (h,, h,), denote by (I, 0), [ = [ (h) > 0 
the intersection point of the oval from the period annulus contained in 
the level curve H (x, y) = h with the abscissa. Clearly, h, - h, = 
H (<, 0) - H (0, 0) N i M (0, 0) c2 as < --f 0. Let (P (I, E), 0) be the 
point determined by the first return map. It has been proved in [l], [28] 
that the displacement function for (lo)-(12) d (<, E) = P (I, E) - < has the 
following local representation near X = < = 0 
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where 61 (X) = $ [exp(27rXl) - 11. Moreover, Sk, ak, ,& and yk are 
analytic in X and hence in E. If we define, following CHICONE and JACOBS 
[21? [31, 
then the following representation of the displacement function holds near 
< = & = 0: 
45 4 =h [U) +0@)1+~3 b(F) + W)] 
+v5 P(E) + w>l+~7 kY(J) + O(41. 
Let us note that the functions (Y, ,0, y and 6 do not depend on 
the perturbation. Next we use the explicit formulas for the Lyapunov 
quantities Vj (taken with minus signs since the normal form we use has 
a different linear part; cJ: ~OL~DEK [28, formula (12)]). Considering first 
the equation (lo), we have 
V3 = 27rImAB = 47rX3, 
-- 
55 = :7rIm[(ZA+B)(A-2B)BC] 
= $(a+l+Xz)(il-4+Xa)(r+Xs)+(2a-3)bX3]+h.o.t., 
-- 
VT = z T (IBI” - jC12) Im [(2 A + B) B” C] 
= 107r [4 - (b + x4)2 - (c + x5)2] (u + 1+ X2) (c + Xj) 
+ 10~ (4 - b2 - &“) bX3 + h.o.t. 
Here and below, by h.o.t. we denote the terms which for small E are 
negligible compared with the written terms in Fj (in fact, we have omitted 
above just the terms which are negligible compared with X3). In a similar 
way we get for (11) and (12), respectively, 
V3 =‘L?rXj 
V5 = ;?~(cXz -bX3+X2X5)+h.o.t. 
~7 = h.o.t. 
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and 
(13) 35 = ; TX5 [(ax; - A3 A;) +2(3X; - x; + 2x3 A;)] + 11.o.t., 
~~=~rrX,(3X:-X:+2X3Xi)+h.o.t. 
Thus we obtain for any of the possible cases that, modulo higher order 
terms, the following expressions for q3, E,j and ;ii; hold: 
~;=10*(4-b2-c”)(cX2+b~3). 
(ii) Qf\(Qf U Q4) + ;ir, = 47rA3; 
Tij = - ~a[(ri’-3a--1)Xr+(:!a-3)bX3]. 
;TT; = 107T (4 - 2) (b x3 + (u + 1) A,). 
(iii) Qa\Qf 353 =47rx.3. ;iJ = ~7i/cx1 +bX;3). 
;iT; II -SO~(2bcX4 + 2c’X; + cX~). 
(iv) &;I., c # 0 =%‘113=2T&. T;j=&-bx3), 5; = 0. 
(4 Q? n Q' =G- 53 = 47rx3, 77; = -+bA3+X2X;), 
(I;=107r(4-b;‘)(bX3+ A&). 
(vi) Q4 n Qf *;ii3=47rxj, ;iis = 3bX?+X& 
;i?; = -507r(2bXz4X; + A,;). 
4 
(vii) Qilmj c=O +;ii3=27rX~. V,j=--~(bX3-A2X~): 
3 
777 = 0. 
and for the Hamiltonian triangle see (13). 
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Below we consider in more details the Hamiltonian case Q f. The 
remaining cases can be treated similarly. By (i) above, in the generic 
Hamiltonian case the displacement function for (10) has the form 
d (<, E) = LI (0 XI (E) + Lz (I) h (4 + L3 (El X3 (4 + h.0.t. 
where LI; (0 are analytic and linearly independent functions, presented for 
small < respectively by the convergent power series 
h (0 = 6 (IL 
12 (0 = -f”“P(<) + 107r(4-b” - c”)cr(<). 
r3(5)=4~~(~)-~?i(,P(~)+loT(4-bL-~2)b7(~). 
If we express now d (I, E) in a power series: d (6, E) = CF?-r dk (0 8, 
then one obtains immediately that the first nonzero coefficient (say dk) in 
the expansion of the displacement function is given by 
4 (I) = Ll (I) Xlk + L2 (0 hk + L.3 (0 X3k. 
Therefore we can take Xj (E) = Xj c‘, j = 1, 2, 3 and X4 (E) = As (E) = 0 
in order to obtain the most general linear combination of Lj (I) and 
respectively to produce a perturbation possessing the possible maximal 
number of limit cycles. 
For the reversible Hamiltonian case (v), the displacement function is 
d (I; E) = h (I) A1 (E) + Lz (I) AZ (E) A;j (E) + L3 (0 X3 (E> + h.0.t. 
where L1 (I) is as above and L2, L3 are analytic functions, presented for 
small [ by the following convergent power series 
h(1) = -~ni3(E)+lOn(l-b’!7(~), 
/3(<)=4m(J)- ~nb’(~)+lo7i(4-b2)by(E). 
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In this situation dr has the form dl (0 = LI (I) A11 + ~53 (0 x.31 and 
if dl (t) = . . . = &-r ([) E 0, then 
(14) dk ([) = L1 ([) Ark + ~52 (E) Ci+j=k X2i X5.j 
( > 
+ L3 (0 x3k 
(note that in fact the sum at L2 contains just one term). Hence dl can 
never include three linearly independent functions. To obtain a perturbation 
producing the possible maximum of limit cycles, we have to choose Xj 
so that dr (I) E 0 and moreover, in the expression (14) for d2 (<), the 
coefficients at Lj to be independent. For this purpose, we can take 
X1 (E) = X1 e2, X2 (E) = X2 E, A3 (E) = X3 Ed, X4 (E) = 0 and Xr, (E) = E 
thus proving (v). The remaining cases in (i)-(viii) are considered in a quite 
similar way and we omit the details. Theorem 1 is proved. 
It should be noticed that the formulas derived within the proof provide a 
simple algorithm for computing the second Melnikov function required in 
the degenerate cases, We summarize these which we will need hereafter 
in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. - For the list of essential perturbations as given in 
Theorem 1, the first nonzero coeficient dk ([) in the expansion of the 
displacement function d (I, E) is given respectively by the formula: 
(4 Qf\Q3" +dl=X1L~+X2L~+X3L$t, 
(ii) Qf\(Q,” U Q4) + dl = XI LF + X3 Lf + X5 Lf, 
(iv) Qi”, c # 0 + dl = Xl Lf” + X2 Lk1j7 + X3 L!j? 
(4 Qf II Qf + dz = [AI Lp + X2 & Lf + X3 LF]]c=o 
= [Xl L; + x2 80 L; + x3 Lf] la=-1 j 
(4 Q4 n Qf R + dz = [XI Lf + X3 L; + X2 & L, 
+ x4 6 -@I ln=4. lb/=2 i 
(vii) Q,““, c = 0 3 d2 = [Xl Lf” + X2 8, Lit7 + X3 L;I.‘]JC=o. 
In these formulas, LT, Le and L&l” 3 3 are analytic functions of I, 
independent on the perturbation. They are dejked through specijc linear 
combinations of a, p, y, 6. 
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The proof of Corollary 1 is immediate and for this reason will be 
omitted. Now, we have d (h, E) = H (P (I, E), 0) - H (<, 0) = d (I, E) 
II, ({* , 0) where < = < (h) is the solution of H (t, 0) = h. Clearly 
H, (I, 0) # 0 because the ovals intersect the abscissa transversally. 
Therefore &fj (h) = dj (0 Hz (E, 0), j = 1, 2, . . . Hence, by Corollary 1, 
if Ml (h) = Xl 11 (h) + Xz I2 (h) + X3 13 (h) is the Melnikov function 
for the Hamiltonian case (i), then the second Melnikov function needed 
for the degenerate case (v) is M2 (h) = [Xl I1 (h) + X2 (d/de) I2 (h) + 
X3 13 (h)llc=o ( we use the equality Lf J,=o = 0). The other formulas 
outlined in the introduction are obtained similarly. 
3. Bifurcation functions for the generic cases 
In this section we prove Theorem 2. The statement in (i) is obvious. As 
for the remaining cases, the main part of the proof consists of routine but 
long calculations. Below we give them in more details. The calculations 
are always preceded by a rotation of the coordinates on angle 7r/2 which 
aims at obtaining the final formulas in coordinates that had been at most 
often used before. Thus in the reversible cases, the axis of symmetry 
becomes y = 0, as usual. 
(ii) System (ii), rotated on an angle 7r/2, in real variables (2, y) reads 
~=y+(2a-2b)zy+E~o((Z,y) 
7J = -x + (2 - u - b) x2 + (2 + u + b) y2 + Ego (x, y), 
with fu = X1 z + (X3 + X5) (x2 -y2),go=X1y+(2X3-22xg)xy. The 
first integral has the form (see the Appendix) H = XM (3 y2 - U), where 
X=1+(2a-2b) 2. The integrating factor M and U are functions of 
z. We note that Mz = -4 (u + 1) MX-‘. Then by (3), 
(15)Ml (h) = - 
JJ 
[M (fox + gay) + n/r, fol dx dy 
H<h 
=- 
ss 
M(2Xl +4X3z)dzdy+4(a+1) 
H<h 
MX-1 [Xl x + (X3 + A,) (x2 - y’)] dx dy. 
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To eliminate the term containing y”, we integrate the equation H = h 
rewritten as A4 (i y2 - U) = hX-I: 
.I,=, M(;i2-+z/=JH=li hX-‘dy 
=@a--2b)J hX-2ydx 
H=h 
= (2a- 2b) 
J H=h Mx- 
’ (;y’-U)ydx. 
Applying Stokes’ formula to both sides of this formula yields 
(16) SJ MT1 [(a-3b-2)y2+2(a+b+2)U-XU,]dxdy = 0. H<h 
Using the equation 
7j = -Hz/M = XU, - (;u’-+MX):,lM 
G -x + (2 - a - b) x2 + (2 + a + b) y2 
we see that XU, - 2 (CJ + b + 2) U = -x + (2 - a - b) x2. Replacing in 
(16) we get the relation 
(17) JJ MX-l[(a-3b-2)y2+x+(a+b-2)x2]dxdy=0. H<h 
Provided a # 3 b + 2, we use (17) to eliminate in (15) the integral 
containing y2. Thus we get (ii)-(3) if a = b and (ii)-( 1) otherwise (taking 
in the latter case X as the new variable). For later use, we give the explicit 
expression obtained for the general case (ii)-(l): 
(18) MI =X1 11 + X3 I3 + x5 & = x1 
(a + 1) J-I - (b + 1) JO 
(a - b)2 
2(a+l)J-1+(3ab-3b2-a-33-4)& 
+ x3 
-(3ab-3b2 -3b+a-2)J1 1 
(a - b)3 (a - 3 b - 2) 
2 (a + 1) J-1 + (u + 1) (CZ - b - 4) Jo 
+ x5 
- (u + 1) (a - b - 2) J1 I 
(a-b)3(a-3b-2) ’ 
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Reccall that the functions JI, (h) are defined by (8). 
In the case when a - 3 b - 2 = 0, along with (17) we derive another 
relation, simply integrating the equation MX-’ y (i yy” - U) = h MX y. 
Together with (17) this yields 
JJ M[3X-1+a-5-(a-2)X]dzdy H<h 
=/J,<hM[x--1(~1/2-U)-hX]dxd~=0. 
Taking in (1.5) X as the new variable, it remains to use the last two 
equations to exclude from (15) the terms containing X-r and y2. In this 
way we obtain (ii)-(2) with K = & (u - 2) (u + 1)-3. 
(iii) System (iii), rotated on an angle r/2, becomes 
i = y + c (x2 - Y2) + (8 - 2 q XY + E fo (? Y) 
7j = --z - (2 + b) x2 + (6 + b) y2 - 2 czy + E go (x:, y), 
with fo = X1 n: + (X3 + X5) (x2 - y2) +2hq/, go = hy+ (2&j - 
2xg)zy++2(22 - y’). The integrating factor is M = Xe5i2 (see the 
Appendix for the definition of X, Y in the considered case). Denote for 
short Ij: k  = j- j-H<h MXj Yk dX dY. A straightforward calculation of 
Mr (h) followed by a change of variables (z, y) + (X, Y) in the integrals 
yields the formula Ml (h) = -8 ICI-~ [Xl Fl+A2 F2+X3 F3+X5 F5] where 
Fl = ; [51-1,o - Io,o - 5fi1-1,2], K. = 4 (b + 2)-l, 
F2 = ; c-1 &.-l 
[ 
;n(h+l)J+K+L 1.0 - 2 lo.0 - IE (b + 3) IO,1 
+6~1_1,2+~1~(b+5)(I_i,1+2~1_1,3)], 
F3 = ;~-~d[2J+(b+8) 
( 
;K+2dml,2 
> 
+ b I-LO 
+ i (7b - 4)10,0 - 1210,1 + 21-1,1 + 2O~Lr,s], 
F5 = ; c-2 K-1 
[ 
$(b-I)J+b(K+I_r.o-21o,o)-4(b+l)lo.r 
+2~(3b+4)1-1,2 +2(b+3)(1-I,I +2&I-1,3)], 
J = tc2 I-1,5 - 2 6 10,3 + 11,1, K=5~~1-1.4-6rc10,2 +Il,(). 
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Next, we multiply the equation H = h by Xj Y” and integrate along 
the oval. Then applying Green’s formula gives the relation 
6 (2j + k + 2) Ij+1. /CT+2 + K (4j + 3 k + 4) Ij+l.k+l 
+(2j+3k+2)Ij+l.k 
- (2j + k + 2) I,+,., - k Ij+2;k-l + k Ij+l,k-1 = 0. 
Using this relation with j = -1, k = 0, 1 and j = -2, Cl 5 k 5 3, 
we get the expressions 
~0.0=~-1,0+K.~-1.1,JO.1=KI-1.3-~-1.~,1~1,~=-I~~.~, 
K= 5(fi2h,4 +,0)+61-1.0 -~KGI-~J + 12~~~1-~,~, 
J = -K + l-1,0 + (4~ - 3)L1~ - 4~1-~.~. 
Replacing these expressions in Fj and then in A&, we obtain the 
formula from (iii). 
(iv) Performing a rotation on an angle 7r/2 of the perturbed Lotka- 
Volterra equation in form (7), we obtain in real coordinates the system 
j:=y+2zy+EfO(~, y) 
$ = --z - (b + 1) (X2 -Y2)-2czY+E90(T Y), 
where fo = X1 2 - X3 (2” + y2) and go = X1 y + X2 (x2 + y2). We recall 
that in the present coordinates, it suffices to restrict the parameters within 
the set (-2 < b < 1, c # 0, b2 + c2 < 4 (b + 3)-r}. Then we have 
Ml (h)= - II H<h KM.f& + (wa),]dzdy =- II [xl(2M+zM,+yMy)+X2(2yM+(22+y2)My) . . 
-Xs(2zM+(22+y2)fM.)]dzdy. 
Put w = w (x:, y) = (1 + (b + 1) z + CY)~ + (1 - b2 - c2) y2. Then the 
equation of the ovals from the period annulus around 2 = y = 0 reads 
(see the appendix) H = (1 + 2 X) M w/2 (b - 1) = h. Further, one easily 
obtains (using e.g. the unperturbed system) that 
M, = -2 [(b + 3) cy + (b + 2) (1 + (b + 1) z)]M/w, 
My = 2 [(b2 + b - 2) y - c (1 + (b + 1) ~$3 M/w. 
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Using these relations and taking into account that 
.I/ (MYw + Mw,)dxdy = - H<h s Mwdx=2h(l-b) H=h 
X 
/ 
H=h (1+2x)-l dx = 0, 
s 
M (1 + 2 x) (wz dx + wY dy)= 
s 
M(1+2x)dw=2h(b-1) 
H=h H=h 
X 
s 
w-l dw = 0, 
H=h 
we get 
(19) Mxdxdy = Mydxdy = 0. 
Consider first the case b + 1 # 0. We have to express the terms in 
MI involving x2 + y2 in an alternative form. For this, we use first 
that JHzh M (1 + 2 x) wd (w, w-l) = jHzh 2 h (b - 1) d (wz w-l) = 0. 
Evaluating the integral on the left yields the identity 
(20) ss M w-l [cx2 - cy2 -2bxy-y-c(b+1)-1x]dxdy=0. H<h 
Similarly, as a consequence of JHzh M (1 + 2 x) wd (wY w-l) = 0 
we get 
(21) M w-l [(l - b2 - 2 c2) (x2 + (b + 1)-l x) 
+(l-b2)y2+2bcxy+cy]dxdy=0 
the identities JHzh M (1 + 2x) wd (wl w-l) = 
2 x) wd (wi w-l) = 0 yield respectively 
(221 
Mw-‘xyw,dxdy = 0, 
H<hMw-lx[l+(b+l)x]wYdxdy=O. 
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The next step is to express (x” + y2) iI& and (x2 + y2) MY as linear 
combinationsofzM,yM,M~y~XwW-l,~~[l+(b+l)x] WY w -l plus 
terms Mw- , r xi yj 0 5 i + j 5 2. Thus using (19) and (22) we get 
(23) 
JJ 
(x2 + y2p4 dXdY 
H<h 
2 =- 
b+l JJ H<h Mw-’ C 
(b + 2) [x + (b + 1) (x2 - y2)] 
+ c (b + 3) l-b [Y+2zY+2cY21 dXdY 
> 
(24) 
JJ 
(x2 +y2)Mydxdy 
H<h 
2 =- 
b+l JJ 
H<h Ad w-l {c (x + (b + 1) x2) 
+(b+2)(y+2xy)+c(b+3)y2}dxdy. 
Now making use of (20) and (21) we eliminate in (23), (24) the terms 
containing x2, zy and y 2. One obtains (with Q = [(b2 + c2) (b + 1)2]-1) 
JJ 
(x2 + y2) MT dx dy 
H<h 
=Q 
JJ 
{[2(b2+c2)(b+3)+4b]M 
H<h 
+(b2+2c2+b)M,-c(b+l)IV$}dxdy, 
JJ 
(x2 + y2) A& dx dy 
H<h 
=CX 
JJ 
{4cM-c(b-l)M,+b(b+l)M,}dxdy. 
H<h 
Finally, a straightforward computation yields that for the expression at 
A1 inMr onehas2M+xMz+yM,=-(2M+M,)(b+1)-1. 
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Assume first that A = b2 + c2 - 1 > 0. Denoting X = 1 + (b + 1) x + 
(c + A1/2) y, Y = 1 + (b + 1) x + (c - A1/2) y, we have 
Mz = -M (XY)-l [(b + 2) (X + Y) + CA-~/~ (Y - X)], 
Mv = -M (XY)-l [c (X + Y) + (A + b - 1) A-1’2 (Y - X)]. 
After we take X, Y as the variables of integration in MI we get 
formula (iv)-( 1). 
LetA=1-b2-c2>0.DenotingX=1+(b+1)x+cy,Y=yA1/2, 
we have 
M, = -2 M (X2 + Y’)-l [(b + 2) X + CA-~/~ Y], 
Mv = -2 M (X2 + Y2)-’ [cX + (A + 1 - b) A-1’2 Y]. 
We take X, Y as new variables in the integral Ml and obtain the 
formula in (iv)-(2). 
In the case b2 + c2 = 1, we denote X = 1 + (b + 1) x + cy, 
Y = 2c(b+ l)-ly. Then 
M, =-MX-2[2(b+2)X+(b+1)Y], 
My = -MX-2[2cX+cY]. 
Integrating the equation HXe3 = h Xe3, one easily obtains the relation 
JJ MYX-2dxdy= E JJ M (X-2 - X-l) dx dy H<h H<h 
which yields the integral in (iv)-(3). 
It remains to consider the case b = -1. In this case, w = 1 + 2 cy, 
Mz = -2M and My = -(2c+4y)MwW1. Multiplying the equation 
H=-iMw(l+2x)=hbyxiwkandintegratingoverH=h,weget 
JJ M~wk[y+2xy-2kc(j+1)-1x2]dxdy=0. H<h 
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Using this relation with different j, k and also (19), we obtain via 
routine calculations that 
Ml (h) =f JJ M {Xl [(l - c2) w-l - 1 - C”] 
- X2 c-l [(l - c2) w-l + c2 - w2] + x3 [l - n?]} dz d?J. 
We take X = w and Y = 2 z + 2 c-l y as variables in the last integral 
to obtain (iv)-(4). Theorem 2 is proved. 
4. Bifurcation functions for the degenerate cases 
In this section we prove Theorem 3. The case (viii) related to the 
Hamiltonian triangle was already considered in [281, [lo) and in this case 
the assertion is a consequence of results proved there. For the proof of 
(v)-(vii), we intend to use Corollary 1 at the end of section 2. According to 
that corollary, the computation of M2 (h) can be reduced to the following 
procedure. The integrals in Mr (h) which vanish on certain subset I 
of codimension one (or two) in the parameter space, are replaced with 
their derivatives with respect to the parameters. Afterwards the result is 
restricted onto I. The needed derivatives can be computed as follows. For 
definiteness, assume l? is given by c = 0. With H = H (zr, y/, c) = h and 
I (h, c) = JHzh R (x, y, c) dx, we have 
(25) -g I(h, c) = J [ H=h Rc (x, Y, c) - R, (x, Y, c> 2 dx. ?4 1 
We need to use this general formula for several particular cases only. 
As in Theorem 2 above, the main part of the proof consists of long and 
straightforward calculations. Below we give them in more details for any 
of the cases. Recall that in the reversible cases H = MX (3 y2 - U). 
(v) Assume first that b # - 1. Then by (18) and Corollary 1 we get 
M2 (h) = [Xl 11 (h) + X3 13 (h) + X2 a,15 (h)](,=-1. Since I5 contains a 
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factor (u + l), we have simply to divide by a + 1 and then to take a limit 
a -+ -1. The result is a, 15 (h)la=-i. Thus, 
f&(h)=-&J”+ x2 
3 (b + 1)4 
[2 J-l - (b + 5) Jo + (b + 3) Jl] 
x3 (Jo-Jl) 
- (b + 1)2 
which yields formula (v)-(l). When b = -1, we prefer to use the formula 
for the generic Hamiltonian case (i), that is Ml (h) = 2 JHXh (Xl y + 
X2 y2 + 2 X3 zy) dx. The integral at Xp, 12 (h) = 2 sHzh y2 dx, vanishes 
for c = 0 and according to Corollary 1 we have to compute 13, I2 Ic=o. If 
b = -1, we have HY = y + c (x2 - y2), H, = x2 y - 5 y3 (see point (i) 
of the appendix). Then formula (25) restricted on c = 0 yields 
$ I2 (cdl = 4 
ss 
H<h (x2 - y2> dx dy. 
Expressing this integral in terms of Jo and J1 (we omit the details), 
we obtain for this case 
M2(h)=2X1JO+~A~(2hJ~-J~)+4X3J~ 
which proves Theorem 3 (v). 
(vi) By (18) and Corollary 1 we have 
M2 (h) = [xl 11 (h) + x3 13 (h) + x2 &I 15 (h) + x4 ahI5 (h)]I,=,, lbl=2. 
Denote for short L 15 = (x2 8, + x4 ab) &j la=.& 1+2. Provided H = 
xp+q;y2 - U( x, c)] and R = M (x) x’ y = zF+~ y where p = b (c), 
the general formula (25) reduces to 
(26) & Jk (k c) = 1 
H=h 
M(x)xk [~(~+~)lnx+~~]dx. 
From the proof of Theorem 1, we see that 15 (h) vanishes for a = 4, 
lb1 = 2 which is equivalent to 2 J-1 - b Jo + (b - 2) J1 = 0 (this 
identity can also be verified directly). We use it to obtain L I5 = 
C[(X2 - X4) (Jo - JI) + C J*] w ere h C = -&, J, = 2 (J-l - JO) 
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for b = 2 and c = &, J+ = 2 (J-1 + J(, - 2 J1) for b = -2. ~~ 
(26) we further have 
LJ, = 
J 
M(x)[2x-1-b+(b-2)x] 
H=h 
To obtain the need formula, we have to eliminate the terms in C J, 
containing y -I. This procedure is not too simple, however we will omit 
the details. They can be seen in the proof of statement (vii) below which 
we prefer to give in more details. The final expressions we obtain are 
Lx1 I1 + x3 I31 la=4,lb(=2 = 2 (4 y b>2 
X JJ ~[(2-3b)~r+2X3+(5(b-2)X1 -2X3)x]dxdy, 
and, respectively for the cases b = 2 and b = -2, the integral ,C I5 equals 
5 
64 JJ hf[3&-5&+2(&-&)x 
+ (3 x4 - X2) x-2 + (3 X2 - 5 X4) (1 - x-l) In x] dx dy, 
5 
10368 JJ M(x - 1)x 
Xz-35A~-~(A~+A~)x+(X~+5X4)(2+x~1)lnx dxdy. 
I 
This yields the statement in (vi). 
(vii) In real variables (x, y) the perturbed generic Lo&a-Volterra system 
(see Theorem 1 (iv)) becomes, after rotation on angle 7r/2, 
Ii=y+c(x2 -y2)+(2-2b)xy++1x--~j(x~+Y~)], 
7j = -x - (1 + b) (x2 - y2) - 2 cxy + E [Xl y + x2 (s2 + y2>]. 
We have A41 (h) = Xl I1 (h) + X2 4 (h) +X3 13 (h) or explicitly, by (3), 
M (h) =x1 J A4 (ydx - xdy) H=h 
+ x2 J M (x2 + y2) dx + X3 H=h J H=h M (x2 + y2> dy. 
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Clearly, the integral 12 (h) vanishes at c = 0 (see the formulas in point 
(vii) of the appendix). Then for the reversible Lotka-Volterra system we 
obtain by Corollary 1: M2 (h) = [Xl 11 (h) + X2 &I2 (h) + X3 13 (h)] Ic=o. 
Just as in the proof of (17) above, we derive the relation 
(27) 
IS 
MX-1[(1-3b)y2+z+(b+1)22]d~dy=0 
H<h 
where X = 1+(2-2b)z. In real coordinates, the perturbation 
functions for system (vii) in Theorem 1 (rotated) are respectively f = 
z~~-y~+~[Xrz--~(z~+y~)]andg=-2zy+$2(~~+y~)+~X~y. 
Then the fact that Ml vanishes in combination with (27) yields 
(28) 
Ml (h) = 4 
IS 
H<h MX-’ (x2 - y2) dx dy = 0, 
IS Mxdxdy = 0. H<h 
Now, via easy calculation one obtains 
(2% [Xl 11 + A3 13]lc=o 
(I-~)-~[A~(~-~)(J-I-~Jo)+A~(J-I-Jo)], b#l, 
= 
2x1 Jo +8x3 J2, b= 1. 
The difficult part is the calculation of 8, I2 (h). Write 
(30) 
H (x, y, c) = Ho + c H* (x, y) + . . . . 
M (x, y, c) = MO + c A4 (x, y) + . . . 
where Ho and MO coincide with H, M in point (vii) of the appendix. 
Using formula (25) we obtain 
(31) a, I2 Id = M*(x2+y2)dx-- 
The expressions for H* and M* can be found explicitly since the general 
form of H and M is known: H = 1;“’ 2;’ ZF3, M = ly’-l ZF”-’ IT”-‘, 
where q are constants and Zj are linear functions of x, y. Assume first 
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that (b + 1) (3 b - 1) > 0 and denote for short m = [(b + 1)/(3 b - l)]liL. 
n = [(b + 1) (3b - l)]- ‘/’ Replacing (30) in (1) and taking into account . 
the above remark we get that H, and A& are determined respectively by 
H 
* 
= -2m2yHo 
X 
2nf-h ,n 
+3&l 
y + mz + n 
y - m,x - n 
YXlvro l-b 
+ (3b-1)2 [ l+b+(2-+ ’ 1 
4Yiel 2niVlo 
M*=-(3b-1)X+3h-11n 
y+mz+n 
y-mx-n ’ 
When (b + 1) (3b - 1) < 0, we have to replace m = 
i [(b + l)/(l - 3 b)]l/2 and n = i [(b + 1) (1 - 3 b)]-l/” in the formulas 
above. For the rest of the proof, we will omit the subscript in Ho, iI40 
thus keeping the previous notation. Let us consider first the general case 
when b # f 1, 0, 3. Replacing the expressions of H,, n/r, in (3 1) and 
taking into account (28) we obtain 
(32) acJ2zJ,=o = 
.Je. 1 (b’ + 6 b - 3) Jo 
- (3b - 1) (b - 1)3 (3 b - q2 (b - 1)3 (b + 1) 
2n 
+---- 
.I 3b-1 H=h 
dx. 
We intend to prove below that the integral containing a logarithm 
(denote it by L) can be expressed as 
(33) L= 
Jo 1 
b(3b-1)2(b+l) +2b(3b-l)(h-l)(b+l)’ 
X 
./ 
M(X-l)dx 
H=h Y . 
Unfortunately, the proof of this fact requires rather long calculations. 
We first integrate by parts in L and use that, on the oval H = 
i MX [y2 - (mx + n)2] = h, 
din y+mx+n 
y-mx-n 
= MX h-l [my dx - (mx + n) dy] 
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to obtain 
L= 
+ 
(17b3+9b’l-b-1)(36-1)X,- (Yb-1)“X 
41)” (b + 1)” (b+ 1)2 1 dx ’ 
Next, we denote D = 2 h X(1+b)/(1-b) f2 U and use that D’ dx = 2 y dy 
to get identity 
.i 
M2;v’dx=4,4+j(b-l)] /M2Xi--‘ydx 
=4[4+j(b-l)]j M2;-1vdx. 
Using it, we derive a further relation 
(34) 4 (b - 1) [4 + (j + 1) (b - l)] Lj-1 
= 4 (b - 1) (3 b - 1) h Kj-2 + Nj-1, j = 2: 3, . . 
where we have denoted, for short, Kj = JHzh MXj y/-l dx, Lj = 
JHEh M” Xj ydx and Nj = JHzh M2 Xj y-l [(3 b - 1) (b + 1)-l - 
X] dxc. Operating with this basic recurrence formula we can express 
(after long reduction) integrals Lj, 1 5 j 5 4, as linear combinations of 
integrals h Kj, 0 5 j 5 3 and Nl. We will not write up the explicit 
expressions. Replacing them in the formula of L above, we obtain 
(35) L = 
b 11b3+5b2-55+1 
(3b- 1)3(b- 1)3 K3 - 2b2 (b+ 1) 
K2 
+ 
(3b-1)2(3b2+2b+1)Kl~(3b-1)LKo 
2b2 (b + 1)2 (b + 1)” > 
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(the terms containing Nr annihilate). In a similar way we have derived 
(34), we get the relation 
(36) 
J 
MXj-l [x + (1 + b) x”] 9-l dx - [2j - 3 + (1 - 2j) b] 
H=h 
X 
.I 
MXj-l y/x = 0. 
H=h 
We use (36) to express K2 and K3 as linear combinations of Kc), Kl and 
Jo (recall that Ja = J1 by (28)). Replacing the corresponding expressions 
in (35), we finally get (33). In combination, (33) and (32) yield 
(37) 
By (37) and formula (29) above we get the statement in Theorem 3 for 
the general case (vii)-(5). 
Clearly formula (37) does not work if b coincides with any particular 
value 0, 4, f 1. For any of these values, we could repeat the procedure 
used for (37), which is however quite elaborate. For this reason, we 
proceed to obtain the needed formulas as a limit case of (37). We find 
this approach to be more useful. The direct limit in (37) as b tends to 
the particular values 0, fl, f does not exist. To overcome this, we use 
the relations obtained above in order to remove firstly the terms which 
have a singular limit. Consider first the case b = 1. We add to (37) the 
integral JHch M xy dx = 0 multiplied by a suitable constant and then 
take a limit b + 1. One obtains 
J’ 
H=h e--4.r [xy-’ + 4 y (1 + 8x2)] dx, b= 1. 
This formula combined with the formula (29) prove (vii)-(4). Next 
consider the case b = 0. The singular term in (37) in this case is 
2 b-l JHzh M [a (X - 1) y-l + y] dx. To remove this term we use 
the identity Mi (h) = -4 JHEh Xw2 (.x2 - y2) y-l dx = 0 written 
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as JHzh kfX% 9-l (x2 - y2) d x = 0 and the identity (36) with 
j = 1. Multiply them by l/b and -l/b respectively and add to (37). 
Then for b --+ 0 we obtain a limit 8, 121c=o = JHzh M [(2X-’ + 
1) 3 + (x - x2) y-l + 2 (x2 - g2) y-l In X] dx. Further, we apply (this 
time with b = 0) the same two identities to reduce this integral to 
2 JHCh M [(X-l - 1) y + (x2 - y2) y-l In X] dx. Finally, we make use of 
another relation JHzh M In X [x+x2] y-l dx- SHEA M (2-ln X) y dx = 
0 (it is derived just as (36) and (34)) to simplify further the integral and get 
& 12 Ic=() = .I M [(2 X-l - 6) y + (X2 - X) y-l In X] dx, b=O H=h 
which proves the case (vii)-(2). Let b -+ 5. The singular term in (37) 
can be written as 9 (1 - 3 b)-l sHEh M (a xy-’ + 2 y X-l) dx and up 
to a constant multiplier it coincides with the left hand side of (36) taking 
there b = f, j = 0. Thus multiplying by a suitable constant (36) with 
j = 0 and adding to (37), we get after taking a limit b -+ i the expression 
&12~c=o = g JHzh M[(4 - 2X-‘)y + (x + 2x”)(Xy)-l]dx. To 
simplify the result, we use again (36) with b = i, j = 0, -1 and become 
to 
dcIzIc=o = g 
.I 16 H=h 
M(2-3X-l+X-“)ydx, b= 5. 
To be precise, we note that H (b) is not continuous at b = i. With b > 5, 
we denote ho = i (b + 1) (b - 1)-2 (3 b - 1)-l and consider H (b) + ho 
and the corresponding interval (h, + ho, ha) instead of H (b) and (h,, 0). 
Then H (b) + ho + H (3) and (h, + ha, ho) approaches the related 
interval (&, co) as b + i + 0 which makes correct the taking of limit. 
Finally, let b --+ -1. Then there are two different singularities in (37). The 
leading singular term is - & (b + l)-” JHzh M (X - 1) y-l dx which 
can be removed via multiplying (36) with j = 1 by i (1 - b) (b + 1)-2 
and adding to (37). One obtains an expression which singularity is 
i (b + 1)-l JHEh M [(x2 - x) y/-l - y] dx. By (36) with j = 1, 2 we 
have the identity JHzh M {[x2 + (1 + b) x3] y-i - y} dx = 0 which can 
then be used to get an integral possessing a limit as b -+ - 1. In this 
way we obtain the following expression &12 IC=u = i JHzh M [(X-l - 
2)y-(2x3- x2 + x) y/-l] dx. As above, we have to add suitable constant 
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to H to make it continuous before to take a limit b -+ -1 - 0. The last 
step consists in using (36) with b = - 1 and j = 1, 2, 3 to remove the 
terms with y-r. The final result is 
&I2Ic=o = 1 J Ad (x-l - X2) ydz, b=-1. 8 H=h 
The case (vii) and together Theorem 3 is completely proved. 
Remark 1. - The bifurcation function for the case (vii) derived 
in [28] contains an integral with a logarithm (the case considered there 
holds for values of b outside interval [-1, 51). The result was obtained 
by the following procedure [28, p. 251-2521. The succession function 
I n,b = & -I a! (h, E) is written as I,, b = 11 + 12 where 11 --f 111 # 0 and 
I: --f 0 for E + 0. Then the author finds the first variation of 12 and takes 
111 + (d/d e >I I = 2 E 0 as the bifurcation function. As we have seen in the 
proof above, the integrals with logarithms can be removed (except for the 
case of isochronous center Sr given in (vii)-(2)). 
5. Application to cyclicity problems 
In this section we apply the formulas derived in Theorems 2 and 3 in 
studying the cyclicity of period annuli for several particular cases. 
I. The subspace A3 of centers in Qf having (conjectured) cyclic&y three 
period annuli. - The bifurcation diagram of the component Qf in the 
center manifold is more complicated because Qf contains the line a = 4 
of centers having cyclicity 3. The centers outside it have cyclicity 2. These 
facts suggest that the cyclicity of the period annulus will change by one 
when passing the line a = 4. It is believed that all the centers in Q,” having 
cyclicity three period annuli belong to the set .A3 which is closed between 
the line u = 4 and the curve Cs of centers having cyclicity three separatrix 
contours. Therefore the curve Cs is an important element of the bifurcation 
diagram of Qf . It is proved in [20] that C3 contains the half-line a + b = 2, 
b < 0 and goes through point Q4 . + Another observation in [20] is that the 
half-line a - b = 2, b > 0 lies in ,As. These facts were used in [20] to 
predict the possible location of the remaining (winding) part of Cs. 
It is known that the cyclicity of loops and bounded segments in QF 
is two [25], [30]. As for the unbounded segments, the asymptotics 
derived in [31] imply that C3 is outside regions (II) and (VII), see Fig. 2. 
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Hence the winding part of C3 lies in the union of (III) and (IV). Denote 
Q = {(a, b) : a - b > 0, a + b - 2 > 0, a - 3 b - 2 < 0). For centers 
in Q, the period annulus is determined for h E (h,, 0). The critical level 
h, = 0 corresponds to the invariant hyperbola i y2 = U (z). The period 
annulus we consider is inside the right branch of the hyperbola. Given 
h, denote WI (h) = J1 (h)/Jo (h), w2 (h) = J-l.(h)/Jo (h) and consider 
the curve in the (WI, wz)-plane 
fi = {(WI (h), wz(h)) : h E (hc, hs)}. 
By Theorem 2 (ii)-(l), the number of zeros of &!I (h) equals the number 
of intersection points of R with the line ~1 + ~2 WI + ,us w2 = 0 in the 
(WI, wz)-plane. Therefore the winding part of C3 is determined by the 
points (a, b) E Q at which the curve R changes the convexity near its 
endpoint Ro = (wr (0)) w2 (0)). In Lemmas 1 and 2 below we derive the 
asymptotic expansions needed for the proof of Theorem 4. 
Remark 2. - It is well known that the ratio WI (h) = J1 (h)/ Jo (h) 
is strictly monotone for perturbations of Qf. Indeed, one can choose a 
perturbation for chich the perturbed system (2) will have an invariant line 
and M l = ~1 Jo + ~2 Jl. Then by the result of RYCHKOV (see COPPEL 
[4]), system (2) possesses at most one lim it cycle which implies WI (h) is 
strictly monotone for h E (h,, h,). Hence Q can be regarded as a graph 
of a function. In particular, WI (h) increases for a > b and decreases for 
a < b. Moreover, by the Schwarz inequality, R lies inside the right branch 
of the hyperbola WI w2 = 1. 
LEMMA 1 (Asymptotic behaviour of R near h = 0 for centers in Q). - (i) 
The tangent of R at the point Ro is w2 = w2 (0). (ii) For small negative h, 
~2 (h)-w2(0) = 
w IJo, J-1l (‘1 h + o(h) 
Jo (0) 
Proo& - We proceed to determine first the asymptotics of integrals 
JI; (h), k = 0, f 1 near h = 0. Given a point (a, b) E Q, write for 
short H = XY@+~($~’ + A x2+Bx+C) where p < -3, A < 0 and 
B2 -4 AC > 0. Observing that Jk (h) = JHZh zk--’ y-l dz, we then have 
Jk = -z3i2 
s 
x2 xp+lc [ZJ (x, h)]‘/” dz, 
Xl 
Jk = -z1i2 
.I’ 
52 xlc-l [a (x, h)]-1/2 & 
XI 
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where D (z, h) = hz-“-’ - A x2 - B z - C and 0 < x1 < :cg, 
xj = xj (h) are the roots of 23 = 0 determining the leftmost point 
(XI, 0) and the rightmost one (x2, 0) of the oval 6 (h) C {H = h}. 
Further, x1 (h) + x1 (0) > 0, 5’2 (h) N (h/A)1i(“+3) -+ cc as h -+ -0. 
All these formulas yield that Jo : J- 1 E C1 [h,., 0] and J1 E C [h,, 01, 
hence 
Jk (h) = Jk (0) + J; (0) h + . . . . k = -1, 0, J1 (h) = Jl (0) + o(l). 
To determine the second term in the asymptotic expansion of J1, we 
write -J{ as 2ri2 (Jr, + J$-) = 11 + I2. Consider first 12. Taking 
s = xx2 as the new variable and using D (z;), h) = 0, we obtain after 
simple manipulations that 
where cp (s, h) = [BQ s + C (s + l)] xg” (hs”)-’ = 0 (tcil”) 
uniformly with respect to s on the range of integration. Thus, taking 
into account the asymptotics of x2, we get neglecting cp, that 12 N 
(-2 A)-li2 In x2. Similarly, we take s = xx1 as the variable of integration 
to express 11 in the form 
2112 J &I~, 11 = 1 [ -A- x1 ,p, 1) + 0 W’“> 1 -112 
x Jil’ 1 N (-2A)-l’” lnx2. 
Therefore Ji (h) N cl In 1 hi and 
J1 (h) = J1 (0) + cl hln IhI + . . . . 
4 (u - b)” 
Cl = J(a+b-2)(3b-a+2)’ 
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With the above asymptotics in hands, we get first (ii) and then 
w2 (h) - w2 (0) N w [Jo, J-11 (0) 
Wl(h) -w(O) ~1 Jo (0) ln Ihl 
which immediately yields (i). Lemma 1 is proved. 
In the following lemma we find the asymptotic behaviour of R near the 
other endpoint at h = h,. Note that, by the mean-value theorem, it is 
always 01 = (~1 (h,), w2 (h,)) = (1, 1). We consider the general case 
a # b, a # 3 b + 2 since the result below is also useful in studying the 
centers from Q? outside Q. 
LEMMA 2 (Asymptotic behaviour of R near h = h,). - (i) The tangent 
of R at the point RI is w2 - 1 = f (u - b - 2) (~1 - 1). (ii) For small 
positive h - hc, 
1 
w2 (h) - 1 - - (u - b - 2) (wl (h) - 1) 
2 
= ; (u - b)2 (a - 4) (u - 3 b - 2) (h - h,)2 + 0 (h - h,)3. 
Proof. - Instead of straightforward calculation of the asymptotics 
of Jk, we intend to use the formulas for d (I, E) and Mr (h), see 
Sections 2, 3. Recall first that the Lyapunov quantities 5j are rotational 
invariant [28]. Then, modulo an inessential factor (we will neglect it), 
4 69 = (d/d4 d (I, ) = E lE 0 coincides with M l (h) as derived in Section 
3-(ii). Using the explicit expressions for vj, we obtain 
dl =X16+X3 4?m+~~(2a-3)b~+10~(4-b2)by 1 
-3a-4)p+10n(4-b2)(a+1)y . 1 
Consider now the formula (18) for the bifurcation function M l (h). 
Comparing the coefficients at Xj in di and M l, we get 
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with 
a-1 = -2 T (b + 1) (u - b - 2); 
b-1 = $7r (b + 1) [a2 b - nb” + a% -8ub+9b2-6u+6b+8], 
a() = -2 7r (u + 1) (a - h - 2); 
b. = $ T (u + 1) [a’ b - nb” + a2 -8ab+9b2-6a+6b+8]. 
Ul = -27r(a” -ab-3a+b-2), 
4’ 
bl = - K [a3 b - a2 b2 - a3 - a2 b + 4 ab” 
3 
+a2-14nb+15b2+10a-2b+8]. 
Thus we find, taking into account the asymptotics of 6, o, 0, y, that 
wq (h) - 1- ua;‘-a;;’ B (WI (h)-1) = : 
6 
b-l-bo- r;‘,--&O (bl -bo) +... 
I 
Using that h - h, N i [’ for < small and the above expressions, we 
get the statement of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 4. - By the asymptotics derived in Lemma 1, 
MI (h) = ~1 JO (h)+/L2 J1 (h)+p3 J-1 (h) = 7no+n~l hln Ihj+rrb2 /L+... 
Then mu = rrr,l = rnp = 0 yields ~1 = ~2 = ~3 = 0 except for 
the points (a, b) E Q satisfying W [Jr,? J-11 (0) = 0. This proves the 
assertion that the winding part of the curve C3 (of points in the parameter 
space corresponding to systems with cyclicity three separatrix contours) 
has an equation W [Jo, J-i] (0) = 0, provided b > 0. 
Using now Lemmas I and 2, we immediately obtain that in Q n A3, 
the ends of the curve R have different convexity. This yields that in A.3 
the cyclicity of the period annulus is at least 3 (outside Q we apply. the 
result from [20]). In Q\Aa,, the ends of 12 have the same convexity. This 
fact indeed does not suffice to conclude rightly that fi is convex (concave) 
outside A3 which would guarantee cyclicity 2 of annuli there. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1, denote 1~ = - (2 n + 2)/(a - b) and let 
71 = zg/n;l where :cg < :x:1 be the roots of Ii (3;) = 0. Then expressing 
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w [Jo, J-11 (0) as a double integral, we can write the equation of the 
winding line W = 0 in the form 
s 1 (38) @(P> 4 = z---3 (2 - cp (v)) [(l - 2) (1 - VZ)]l/2 dz = 0, 0 
p < -3; V<l 
where the function 44 = (v + l)/(W - @  J;: P - 
s) (1 - v s)]-I/~ ds)-l is elementary. For v --t -00, we have 
$0 (v) = f +7r-l (- v)-li2 + . . . Then routine asymptotic calculations (here 
and below the details are omitted) yield p (v) = -3 - 6 7r-’ (- y)-li2 + . . . 
for the solution of (38). This determines the asymptotic expansion 
’ 2 b=2-a+$ (2-a)3+... 
of the winding curve near the isochronous center S2. Similarly, near v = 0 
we have cp (v) = i + &V + . . . and the corresponding solution of (38) is 
p (v) = -5 - Q  v + 0 (v” ). This yields the asymptotics of C3 near Q t : 
b = 2 + ; (u - 4) + 0 ((u - 4)“). 
Moreover, the equation GJ (-5, .v) = 0 has a unique solution v = 0. This 
fact can be verified numerically since @  (-5, II) is an elementary function. 
Notice that equation 1-1 = -5 defines the line J!, : 3 (1 - 5 b - 2 = 0 
going through Qa and the isochronous center Sd = (5 i 1). Hence, & lies 
outside ds. On the other hand, the line e2 : a - b - 2 = 0 passing through 
Qi- and S2, lies for b > 0 inside A3 [20] (this also follows directly from 
the fact that, by Lemmas 1 and 2, on kJ2 the slope of tangents to both 
endpoints of R is zero). We have thus obtained: the winding part of C3 
is tangential to a + b - 2 = 0 and is entirely placed inside the acute cone 
formed by e2 and J?, (see Fig. 4). 
Let us also consider in brief the case when there are two centers 
in Q f (see Fig. 2). This situation occurs if (n; b) is in domain 
C2 : {(a + 0 - 2) (~1 - 3 b + 2) > O}. The involution Z interchanging 
the centers acts in C2\{b = 0} and is given analytically by Z(a, b) = 
((u - b + 1)/b, l/b) = (a’, b’). Under the action of Z, the lines through 
(u, b) = (-1, -1) are stationary and b = 1 consists of stationary points. 
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If Ai is the image of the part of A.3 contained in C2\{b = O}, then the 
points (a, b) E A; present, in the bifurcation diagram of Q:, the systems 
having cyclicity three period annulus around the second center z # 0, see 
Figure 5. In particular, the intersection A3 fl AA$ presents systems with 
cyclicity three period annuli around both centers. Let us remark that when 
b = 0, the center obtained after interchanging is degenerate and falls into 
the reversible part of Qt’-. 
II. The reversible codimension four center &a = Qf fl Qd, b = 2. - In 
this paragraph we investigate the integral iW2 (h) giving the expression for 
the bifurcation function in the case (vi)-(l) of Theorem 3. Our approach 
for estimating the number of zeros of M2 is based on the possibility 
to derive appropriate Fuchs equations satisfied by the integrals included 
Fig. 5. - Location of domains As and Ah in the bifurcation diagram of Q,” in the (a, b)-plane. 
The horizontally shaded area corresponds to systems for which the center at the origin has 
cyclicity three period annulus. The vertically shaded area corresponds to systems for which 
the second center (outside the origin) has cyclicity three period annulus. 
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in M2. Performing a suitable scaling of y, H and h, we can assume 
(see the appendix below) that H = zV4 (y2 - x2 + $ X) = h. In these 
coordinates, the ovals are defined for h E (- 5, 0). With M = 8 and 
y” = V (x, h) = hx4 + x2 - $ x we have 
.I 
Myx’D’dx = 2 M xk dy3 
H=h / 3 H=h 
= -;(k-5) I;=, My~‘;-~Ddx 
and similarly 
1 
5 s 
M xk+4 2)’ y-l dx = -(k - 1) Jk+3r 
H=h 
1 * 
z J 
1 
H=h 
M xk+3 D 9-l dx = z Jks3. 
Recall that Jk (h) = J’H=h M xk gdx. Then Jk (h) = 3 .fH=h 
n/r ~~+~y-l dx and the identities above yield 
(k + 1) h Jic+3 + (k - 2) Jk+l + ; (7 - 2 k) JI; = 0; 
(39) 4 h JLf3 + 2 JLsl - f J; + (k - 1) Jk+3 = o, 
2 1 
h J;.+3 + J;+l - i J; - z Jk+3 = 0. 
We point out that the above relations also hold for any real Ic. In 
particular, we have 
(40) Jml = Jo, J&=~Jo+~hJl. 
Denoting for short J, = SHzh My (1-x-l) In xdx, we therefore obtain 
by Theorem 3 the following expression for the second Melnikov function: 
M2 ch) = (‘“) ( > 
CL1 + 11 P3 -h (h) + ~2 + ; hp3 Jl (h) + p4 J, (h). 
Our first goal will be to derive a three-dimensional Fuchsian system 
satisfied by the integrals Jo, J1 and J,. We follow the idea from [lo]. We 
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begin by the observation that, by the first equation in (40), the non-Abelian 
integral J, can be considered as the limit J, = liG,o (J, - JW-l)/w 
(clearly, Jk+&, --+ Jk for w + 0, k integer). The second and third equations 
in (39) yield 3 h Jk+3 + JL+l + (k - i) Jk+3 = 0. We next replace in 
this equation k = w - 2, w - 3, w - 4 and then, with the help of the first 
equation in (39), eliminate from the obtained system the integrals .&-,-3 
and JLm2. The result is 
3 h JCL+1 + J;,wl + w - ; J~+I = 0, 
( > 
(w - 1) h JCL+1 +(2~-ll)hJ;,+(w-4)J;-~ 
+(w-l)J,+.1+ 
( 
2 2 $w -6w+f 
> 
J&=0, 
(13-2w)hJ;,+(2~-13)hJ;-~ 
- 
( 
w2-;w+y) ‘&? (3 J + 2w2-;w+; 
> 
J,-l=O. 
We put Jw-l = J, - w D, in the third equation of above system and 
then divide the result by 13~. Afterwards take a limit w --+ 0 in the 
resulting system. One obtains 
3hJ;+J;-;JI=0 
- h J; - (4 + 11 h) Jf - J1 + ; Jo = 0 
3 1 
hJ:-5J*+-Jo=0. 
6 
Solving with respect to J = co1 (Jo, Jl: J,), we get the needed system 
in the form 
(41) 
6 h/7 + 12135 6h/35 0 
J = A(h) J’: where A (h) = 215 6h/5 0 . 
2h/21+4/105 ah/105 2h/3 ) 
As is well known, the most of the sharp results in perturbations (not 
necessarily concerning quadratic centers) were obtained in situations where 
the corresponding bifurcation function takes the form h -+ PI (h) 11 -t 
P2 (h) 12, in which Pk are polynomials and the ratio of Abelian integrals 
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Ii/I2 satisfies certain Riccati equation [II], [13], [15-191, [26]. However, 
very few such examples are known. They arise when the unperturbed field 
dH = 0 is Hamiltonian and perhaps include only H = y2 f x4 + ax2 and 
the Bogdanov-Takens Hamiltonian H = y2 + x2 - x3. For instance, except 
for the Bogdanov-Takens case, all other cubic Hamiltonians lead to first 
order Picard-Fuchs systems of size three (or even four) for the integrals 
appearing in the bifurcation function. Thus in general it is impossible to 
use them in deriving the required Riccati equation. Therefore a different 
approach is needed to all these cases. As mentioned in [6] where a subset 
in the space of reversible cubic Hamiltonians was considered, the second 
derivative Mf (h) should satisfy a second order Picard-Fuchs equation. 
This fact can be explained by using algebraic geometry (see [8]) and 
remains also true for all other cubic Hamiltonians. It turns out that in 
some situations [8], [lo] it is possible to develop this idea and using the 
related Riccati equation to find a sharp estimate for the number of limit 
cycles. Analytically, the possibility to derive in the Hamiltonian case a 
Riccati equation for Mf from the Picard-Fuchs system relies upon the fact 
that the latter has the form J = A (h) J’, where the constant matrix A’ 
possesses an eigenvalue equal to 1. Thus after we differentiate, one obtains 
(I - A’) J’ = A (h) J” and the matrix I - A’ is singular. This implies 
that the components of J” will satisfy a linear equality which can be used 
to obtain a Riccati equation for the ratio of two of the components. 
The situation in the non-Hamiltonian case is quite different, even for 
those few cases where it is still possible to derive a Fuchsian system for 
the entries of the bifurcation function. The matrix A’ has no longer 1 
as the eigenvalue and the approach used for the Hamiltonian case does 
not work elsewhere. 
In the considered case, we can proceed as follows. Rewrite for short the 
bifurcation function as M2 (h) = a JO (h) + (/3 h + -y) J1 (h) + S J, (h). 
By (41) we get that the ratio w = Jo/J1 satisfies the Riccati equation 
(42) 
6h(3h+1)w’=7w2+6(h-l)w-3h, 
tL = 6h(3h+ l), 
or 
ti=7w2+6(h-l)w-3h. 
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Next, a straightforward calculation using (41) yields the following linear 
equation for ikf2 (h): 
(43) 6hM;-9M2= 
P2 (h) JI - PI (h) Jo 
3h+l ’ 
where 
P2 (h) = 6@h2 - (3a - 3b+ 127) h - 37, 
PI(h) = (6cu+7/?+3S)h+(9a+7y+S). 
Solving the above equation with respect to M2, we get the representation 
(44) 
M2 (h) = q / ” [PI (2) Jo (2) - f’2 (~1 JI (z>l dz 
-I .I 12(5/2 (3 z + 1) 
(we recall that Jk, J, and hence A& vanish at h = - 3). Clearly the 
number of zeros of M2 in (- i, 0) does not exceed the number of zeros of 
the numerator N (h) = PI (h) Jo (h) - P2 (h) J1 (h) in the same interval 
(in fact, the zeros of N (h) are just the critical points of the function defined 
by the integral in (44)). Therefore the problem reduces to estimating the 
zeros of N (h) in (- 5, 0). For this purpose, we can use the equation (42). 
Simple observations show (see below) that N (h) can have at most three 
zeros. This proves Theorem 5. 
Clearly, a similar approach is also applicable in more general situations, 
where the bifurcation function is of form Rr (h) II+ R2 (h) I2 + R3 (h) 13, 
with Rk rational, and the corresponding first order Fuchsian system satisfied 
by I = co1 (11, J2: 13) includes two dimensional invariant subsystem. 
To investigate the possible zeros of N (h), we consider the phase 
portrait of system (42), see Figure 6. The system has two saddle points 
S(J (0, 0), SI = (-i, 1) and two improper nodes NO (-i, i), Nl (0, $). 
The graph l’ of w (h) coincides with the stable separatrix of the saddle 
point Sr connecting S1 and Nl. It is easily seen that u) (h) is strictly 
decreasing and concave for h E (-4, 0). Clearly, the number of zeros of 
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N (k) equals the number n of intersections between I and the hyperbola 
d = d(h) = P2 (h)/Pl (h). W e h ave d (-i) = $ and hence the hyperbola 
goes through No. Then using elementary geometric observations we 
conclude that n 2 2 for any of the cases 1) d’ (h) # 0, that is d is 
monotone; 2) d’ (h) has two zeros and r does not intersect the lower 
(concave) branch of the hyperbola. If r has a common point with the 
lower branch (denote it by d-), then clearly No E d- and I cannot 
intersect the upper branch too. Denote by &I the first point in d- n I’, 
starting from No. The phase portrait implies that d- contains between No 
and Q i a contact point Co with the flow in (42) (see Fig. 7). The equation 
of the contact points (d/dt) [w (t) - d (h)]1c42, = 10 - id’ (h)lu,=d = 0 has 
the form (3 h + 1) P3 (h) Ple2 (h) = 0 where P3 is a cubic polynomial. 
Thus there are at most two other contact points Cl, C2 which gives n 5 3. 
The exceptional cases when d reduces to parabolic or linear function are 
elementary as well. 
III. The isochronous center 271. - In [3] the authors investigated the 
number of the limit cycles bifurcating in small quadratic perturbations 
of quadratic systems with an isochronous center. They found that the 
cyclicity of the corresponding annulus is 3 for the (linear) isochrone So, 1 
for the isochronous center Si and 2 for the other isochrones S2, Ss and 
SJ. However, the result about Si is not correct. Below we prove that the 
cyclicity of the annulus around S1 also is 2. The assertion of Theorem 4.6 
in [3] does not suffice to determine the cyclicity of the annulus around S1 
as assumed there. The maximum of limit cycles for this case is attained 
if X31E=o = 0 in the Bautin normal form. This possibility however is not 
considered in [3, $41. Thus in fact the analysis concerning S1 in [3] is 
only first order in E, whilst Si is the unique quadratic isochrone requiring 
a second order analysis. We remark that the isochronous centers SF, E Q f , 
Ic = 2, 3, 4 are given by values (a, b) = (2, 0), (5, -3) and (5, 1) 
respectively (see [14]) and hence they fall into the generic cases. The 
isochrone S1 is given by (b, c) = (0, 0) in Q i” and hence falls within 
the degenerate cases. 
According to Theorem 3, the related bifurcation function is given by 
formula (vii)-(2). To simplify the calculations, we additionally perform a 
scaling of y, H and h (which does not affect the formula of M2) to obtain 
the first integral into the form H = 2-l (g2 + x2 + 1) = h. The period 
annulus around the center (1, 0) is determined for h E (2, co) where h = 2 
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is the critical level corresponding to the isochronous center itself. Denote 
for short J, (h) = s’=,, My (cz - 1) 1 II IC dx (A4 = z-z in the considered 
case). Then i&C2 (h) = ~1 JO (h) + ~2 ,.7-r (h) + ,us 2: (h). As far as the 
level curves are circles, the integrals can be computed explicitly. However 
the direct calculation is long and for this reason we will obtain the needed 
formulas by using the Fuchsian equations satisfied by Jk; J,. Just as in 
the previous paragraph, we derive the relations 
(2F - 1) h Jk - 2 (k + 1) Jk+l - 2 (k - 2) Jk--l = 0. 
h.J;+, - J;, - J;.+2 = f Jk+*> hJ;, - 2J;.+, = -(k- 1) Jk. 
Further, we have Jk+l = k D, + tJk where D, -+ <J, as k + 0. Using 
this fact and the above formulas, we get after a simple manipulation the 
Fig. 6. - Phase portrait of’ system (42). 
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equations (h - 2) JA = Jo, (h + 2) J: = J* + 2 JO. Since all integrals 
vanish for h = 2 and J2 (h) = TT (1 - i h2) = -(the area bounded by the 
oval H = h), all these equations yield 
J, =27r h-2-(h+2)ln;(h+2) 1 . 
Hence 
M2 (h) = TT [PI (2 - h) + /LX - 2pslni(h+2) : 1 
M; (h) = T -PI - i p2 h - 2~3 (h + 2)-l . 
I 
AS the derivative Mi has at most two zeros at all, the bifurcation 
function M2 has no more than two zeros in (2, co) (the third zero is 
Fig. 7. - Contact points of the flow in (42) with the hyperbola d(h) = Pz (h)/pl (h) 
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always h = 2). Thus we conclude that the cyclicity of the period annulus 
is at most two. It is an easy task to construct a perturbation with two 
cycles. For example, we can choose & so that ,LL~ < 0, M2 (6) < 0, 
Mk (2) > 0, e.g. b = (g, -i, -8). Then M2 (h) will have two zeros 
hl E (2, 6) and hz E (6, ca). 
6. Appendix 
Below we give the list of all first integrals of the quadratic integrable 
systems. Although we write up the original equations, all listed first 
integrals correspond to coordinates obtained from the original ones by a 
rotation on an angle 7r/2 (which results in replacing (z, y) by (y, -2)). 
This is done because we prefer to have in the reversible cases an axial 
symmetry with respect to the abscissa y = 0. In all cases where reasonable, 
we express H directly through the original variables (rotated) 2, y and 
parameters a, b, c avoiding the introduction of new symbols. The arguments 
of H, M for each case are chosen to coincide with the variables of 
integration used in Theorem 2 and 3. 
(i) The Hamiltonian system QF [i = -ix - z2 + 2 1z12 + (b + ic)F2] 
H (x, y) = ; (x2 + y2) + x3 + cx2 y - (1 + b) xy2 - ; cy3. 
(ii) The reversible system Qf\Qf [i = -iz+az2+2 jz12+bY2, a # -13 
(la) The general case: X = 1 + 2 (u - b) x, M(X) = X-5, 
H (X, y) =X-9 
2 
$+ 
1 
8 (u - b)2 ’ 
( 
;-+;b;22 x2 + 2 g x + ;;3$yy)). 
(lb) Case a + b + 2 = 0 : X = 1 + 4 (a + 1) x, 
H(X,y)=;y2-+6(Y+1)-3 i X2 - (u + 3) X + (u + 2) 1nX , 1 
M(X) =X-l. 
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(lc) Case b = -1 : X = 1 + 2 (a + 1) 5. 
H (X, y) = x-l ;y2+~(U+l)-3[(a-3)X”+8XlnX+a+5] , 
> 
M(X) = X-2 
(2) Case a = 3 b + 2 : X = 1 + 2 (a + 1) Z, 
H (X, y) = x-2 ; y2+; (u + 1)-3 
[ 
(a - 2) x2 In X+(a-5) x+;]) ) 
M(X) = X-3. 
(3) Case a = b (invariant line at infinity): 
H @., y) = e-4(a+1)~ $ - 2 ;d+:, 22 - a 
a 
2(n+1)2Z-8(a+1)3 ’ > 
M @) = e-4(a+1)zo 
(iii) The codimension four system Q4\QF 
[i = 4.z + 4 .z2 + 2 lz12 + (b + ic) y2, c # 0, lb + icl = 21 : 
X = 1+8a:+4(2+b)x2 +8cxy+4(2-b)y2, Y = (2+b)z+cy, 
x-312 
H(X7Y)= fj(‘&b) 
4 4 1 
3(2+b)Y3+2+bY2+(1-X)Y-X+3 > 
, 
M (X) = x-5/2. 
(iv) The generic L&a-Volterra system QkV 
[i = -iz + [l + + (b - ic)] .z2 + ; (b + ic)z2] 
(1) Case A = b2 + c2 - 1 > 0 : X = 1 + (b + 1) x + (c + A1i2) y, 
Y = 1 + (b + 1) z + (c - A1i2) y, 
H(X, Y) = ; (b - l)-’ (1 + 22) XxYp, 
M (X, Y) = Xx-’ Yc”-‘, 
where X = (CA-~/~ - 1) (b + 1)-l, p = (-CA-‘/~ - 1) (b + 1)-l. 
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(2) Case A = 1 - b” - C2 > 0 : X = 1 + (b + 1) .‘1: + q, Y = A1/2 ~1, 
H (X, y) = ; (b - 1)-l (1 + 24 (X2 + y2)x ,@-n(Y/~y), 
J/f = (X2 + yZ)X-1 ,p Arctan (l-/s)) 
where X = -(b + 1)-l, p = 2c(b + 1)-l A-l/“. 
(3) Case b2 + c2 = 1 (double invariant line): X = 1 + (b + 1) 2 + cy, 
Y = 2c(b+l)-*y, 
H (X, Y) = ; (b - 1)-l (1 + 22)X2’ .t?j“, 
M (X, Y) zz x2x-2 ,Y/S. 
(4) Case b = -1 (invariant line at infinity): X = 1 + 2 cy, Y = 
2x + 2c-l y 
H (X, Y) = -a (1 + 2x) X1/” cry, A4 (X, Y) = X1/c2-1 e-‘. 
(v) The reversible Hamiltonian system Qf n QF 
[i = -iz - .z2 + 2 1.z12 + bz2] 
(1) Case b # -1: X = 1 - 2(b+ 1) x, 
H(X, y) =X ;y2+;(b+1)-3 X2+2(b-1)X+1-3b I) 
(2) Case b = -1 (Bogdanov-Takens Hamiltonian): 
H (x, y) = ; (x2 + y2) - ; x3. 
(vi) The reversible codimension four system Q4 n Q,” 
[i = -iz + 4,z2 + 2 1z12 f 227 
(1) Case +: X = 1 + 4x, H (X, y) = Xm4 (iy2 - &X2 + AX), 
M(X) = x-5. 
(2) Case -: X = 1 + 12 x, H (X, y) = X-2/3 (i y” + & X + &), 
M(X) = x-w. 
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(vii) The reversible Lotka-Volterra system QfV [2 = -iz + z2 + bZ2] 
(1) Case b  = -1: X = 1  + 42, H(X, y) = +y2 + $(X - lnX), 
M(X) = x-l. 
(2) Case b = 0: X = 1 + 22, H (X, y) = X-l [i y” + i (X + 1)2], 
M(X) = X-‘. 
(3)Caseb=i:X=l+$x,H(X,y)=X-“[iy2+&(X21nX+ 
X)], M(X) = X-3. 
(4) Case b = 1: H (xc, y) = e-da: [i y2 - fr (z + ;)“I, M(x) = ee4’. 
(5) The  general  case: X = 1  - 2  (b - 1) x, 
b+l 
8 (3 b - 1) (b - 1) 
2  (x-&y2), 
M(X)=xi$ 
(viii) The Hamiltonian triangle [i = -iz + ~‘1: X = 1 - 2  2, 
H (X, y) = X [; y2 - & (X - 3)2]. 
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